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Providing you with the latest knowledge and giving you information
that you need to know so that you can be well informed and make
the right choices in improving your own health.
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FIFTY YEARS IN PRACTICE
For me it is a proud milestone. Why not retire? I have
met and talked with a few other Colleagues who like
me have achieved this milestone and like me enjoy
working with such are variety of patients from babies
right up to folks in their 90’s I met a Colleague at our
Chiropractors Conference last May who had retired
and said that he wished that he had not retired.
I know some who have had to retire on account of
their own health problems. This has been especially
for some a great disappointment to them and no
doubt to their patients as well.
Family times
For my wife Fay in July last year 2012 a trip with
her youngest Daughter Julia to Montreal Canada
to celebrate the marriage of her oldest Son Ian to
Houria. Fay’s Son Ian and his new Wife had both
met during the course of their work in the aviation
industry. Then Fay’s next youngest Son Craig a
celebration of his 50th birthday in November. Fay’s
older Sister Joan and Gordon Martin celebrated
their 60th wedding anniversary. So some good times
to enjoy. It is nice to look back and give thanks for
those good times that we can enjoy. Other friends
to share with them in their own celebrations – all
good fun.
Fishing

For me along with some good friends

to enjoy some good catches of Fish. Some great
catches of Groper and some good catches of Blue
Cod in 2012. This is a nice form of relaxation for me
and for those who are “the crew.” Some nice photos
of one of the catches of groper which I will include
as “proof!!!” For Fay’s Family from Australia a good
day’s fishing in November with plenty of fish.
Four Wheel Driving
Also in 2012 I had arranged two trips for our local
North Otago FWD Club. For me to arrange two trips

with some of our local Club Members and to be able
to enjoy local areas of interest and then explore
some of the areas around Murchison had been a lot
of fun. Fay and I had two visits/stays in Murchision
one to work out a trip and the second visit to take
a group into the area and visit areas that were new
to us. We had not been to Denniston before and it
was great to learn how historic this part of NZ is and
learn just how hard life had been in those early days.
August 2012 was a rather special month. We had
lots of rain (in Oamaru over 180 mm or over 7 inches
in August) It was a good time to watch the Olympics.
As it was almost too wet to do much else. The games
had really caught our interest. Valerie Adams had
at that time been hard done by with being cheated
against. Now we have seen that happening in
cycling. This has spoilt things for quite a number of
competitors. One has to ask why cheating is a part of
such sports. To win at all costs for cheats does not
usually pay.

Usain Bolt - I had an email with a photo of this
remarkable athlete with his Chiropractor Dr
Douglas working on Usain’s back. Dr Douglas
Chiropractor looked after all of the Jamaican Team.
Then a photo in the NZ Chiropractors News of him
being treated (a tune up before a race.!!!)
If an Athlete needs a Chiropractor to help keep the
spine and joints performing well I think we can learn
a good lesson from them. The importance of keeping
our spine, and joints indeed our whole body as well
as possible will pay dividends. We may not be medal
prospects but we can then enjoy a better lifestyle and
do many of other activities that bring us and others
many positives. Over the years I have treated sports
people who have greatly benefited from having good
spinal and joint function which enables them to
perform more efficiently and achieve better results.

New Zealand Athletes have done us all proud with
their 13 medals. The para Athletes have also won
a good number of medals and done us proud as
a nation. They have proved that we can all have a
“can do attitude” Some of us have “hardening of the
attitudes” We do need to keep or adopt a “Can do
attitude.” We can do so much when we have a good
set of goals/objectives, when we have a singleness
of purpose and a vision. Where there is no vision
the people perish!!! I hope that this newsletter and
others that I have in the office will be of real help
to you. It is important that we each have goals/
objectives in our lives then so that we can make the
most of the time that we have here on this earth. An
important part of what I am doing is to share some
of the things that I know will assist you into a journey
of wellness.
THANK YOU.
A big thank you for all of your loyalty to me
as a Chiropractor. That is personally a great
encouragement to me. As I said in talking to a
long time friend recently I have felt a real sense
of calling as a CHIROPRACTOR. This is one of the
incentives that keeps me going i.e. the feeling of
achievement that I can help others along the journey
of life. CHIROPRACTIC is a profession that meets
the health needs of many people. It places a great
emphasis on the functional aspects of health and
recognises that the body has a tremendous ability
to perform healing providing it is looked after. This
means making sure that you are eating the right
foods, taking supplements that are enabling the
body to repair itself and avoiding those known toxic
substances that we are surrounded with. Lead,
mercury cadmium, aluminium to name a few. If you
can arrest an illness before it does too much damage
to your system you will doing yourself a great favour
and you will be rewarded with a healthier lifestyle.
HEALTH CARE CHANGES
There are some interesting changes taking place
out there. A great part of this change is to take more
responsibility for our own health care. To learn that
good health is attainable with good knowledge and
learning how to look after our bodies. As some of
you will have noticed I subscribe to quite a number
of other practitioners newsletters and learn a great
deal from them. I share some of their insights with
you in the hope that you too will find them helpful.
We can and do learn so much from each other.
Many of the great improvements that are made in
society come from refining and improving on what
we already know. We see this especially in vehicles,
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machinery and the combining of computer chips in
so many applications. The internet is a great tool for
learning. I am sure that many of you make good use
of it.

Back pain can be for many of you a real trial. For
those of you who are used to not having a bad back
it can be a real exercise in patience. As I say to
some of you a bad back can be rather like a storm.
We know storms do not last and it is the same in
the case of a bad back. In some cases it can take
quite a lot of time to overcome pain and disability
and it can be very frustrating waiting for a good
result. Making changes in our bodies can require a
lot of discipline and determination. There are often
times when you may feel as if you are not making
progress. This can sometimes be due to a healing
crisis as the body undergoes a repair process.
Pain is really telling us to “take it easy”. It warns
you that there are some needs within the body and
to stop, look and listen. Rather like the old railway
line warnings which was/is always good advice. To
suppress pain/inflammation may actually be more
harmful in the long run and the body may not be
able to do as good a job of repairs at it should do.
This is why I will quite often recommend that you use
natural products to support and stimulate a repair
process. This is a far better and much less risky way
to go in assisting the body repair and recover. To
provide relief and repairs without creating harmful
side effects which are known as iatrogenic diseases
should be a good objective for you to aim at. Bear
in mind that according to research drug related side
effects have been stated as the number 4 cause of
illnesses and death. (Not a good way to go eh!!) In
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2003 a top executive of the pharmaceutical giant Dr
Allen Roses had said this “The vast majority of drugs
– more than over 90% - only work in 30 to 50% of
the people. A Dr Paul Beals MD C.C.N. Georegetown
University School of Medicine had said “I want to
do more for my patients than what’s offered by the
pharmaceutical industry because I had realized
earlier on that modern medicine, has become
unfortunately more of a big business than a healing
science.” I am sure that this is why many medics
have turned to natural approaches to wellness as
being a far safer and better way to go.

Salt
There has been an increasing acceptance that Salt
plays a very important role in our bodies. This Salt
should be a natural unprocessed Salt and not a
refined salt.
The salt that contains a good level of minerals
plays an important and vital role in body health.
Processed salt that has been stripped of minerals
by over refining is like a number of other nutrients
such as white flour and white sugar that have both
been stripped of essential minerals/elements that a
are vital for our over all health. The more processed
the food the less the nutritional value it contains.
Making changes in these areas are well worth while.
When you make the changes in your food intakes to
whole foods and types of food that you eat will be
like a good investment. I have written a fuller article
on the importance of salt and making sure that you
have the right kind of salt – this is important!!! I have
an article on this in my office and also some natural
unprocessed salt available in special salt shakers
for ease of use.
Articles on health issues:
Over the years I have written many different articles
on a variety of health related subjects which you are
welcome to take as you seek to improve your own
health. I have kept a file on these. Often I will be asked
about some health problem and this will result in my
doing some extra reading/research and then writing
and article on the subject. This may include specific
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exercises as well or advising you how to make some
changes in either what you are eating, or exposing
yourself to, or perhaps a bad lifting or work habit to
avoid.
NEW PRODUCTS IN THE PRACTICE

Lyprinol I am sure that most of you will be aware
that one of NZ’s important industries are the Mussel
Farms many of which are at the northern part of the
South Island. Green Lipped muscle has now been
the subject of a good lot of research especially in
Scotland, Hong Kong and Australia. This research
has recognised the importance of Omega 3’s and
established that Green lipped muscle has a good
range of nutrients and have been shown to play an
important role in joint mobility (health). It contains
30 different lipid oils and other nutrients. Lyprinol
has now been found to assist in maintaining better
airways and improved lung health. This is good news
for those who suffer from breathing problems. I am
getting good feedback from patients who are using
these products. WORTH A TRY. It is an Omega 3 so is
part of a family of fish oils that are known to have a
good anti-inflammatory effect in the body.
Vitamin D
Research is now finding that this Vitamin plays an
important role in health. This includes muscle
strength, Elderly women 70-90 had lower muscle
strength when their levels were low and when they
took Vitamin D Supplements their strength improved.
They were given 4000 units of Vitamin D daily for
12 weeks this also improved their body’s ability
to handle sugar (glycemic control). Children with
asthma were found to have only 11% of the normal
Vitamin D levels. Dr Robert Jay Rowen’s News letter
Second Opinion has some good information on this.

Tebonin - This was a product that I had not heard of
until 2012. This is a trade name for Gingko. I have
been well aware of the importance of having good
circulation in our bodies. This is absolutely vital if we
are to have on going improvements and good health
Diabetics know this only too well especially as they
grow older.

One such nutrient then is Gingko Biloba. The Gingko
Tree is one of the world’s oldest trees. Studies have
shown that this Herb is one of the keys to assisting
circulation in all parts of the body. All of our body’s
60 to 100 trillion cells require good nutrition and
support if we are to stay healthy or to achieve
good health. Gingko Biloba will greatly assist your
circulation which is a vital part ensuring good health
and oxygenation of the body’s cells.

Acid/Alkali Balance.
Research has now established that if we become ill,
our bodies become increasingly acidic. Aging also
increases our body acidity. Then the ability to buffer
or neutralize this acidity is reduced. This affects our
gastrointestinal system, our cardiovascular system,
our musculoskeletal system, our kidneys and in
fact all of our body and its ability to be healthy. This
then results in PAIN AND INFLAMMATION AND OUR
BODY METABOLISM i.e. the way that our bodies
function. It affects the way we think as well. Stress
can also impact on how our body’s chemistry works.
There is now a good amount of information out there
which correctly states just how important it is for us
to ALKALISE OUR FOOD INTAKE. Diseases thrive in
our bodies in an acid environment. As we age then
we become more acidic, this in turn leads to more of
a break down in our body tissues. These processes
can now be slowed up and reversed by becoming
aware of the kind of foods that create an acidity in our
bodies and those foods that make us more alkaline –
which is what we need to aim at. If we over exercise,
or expose our bodies to too many acid forming foods
we contribute to our illnesses. We should aim at
¾ths alkaline to ¼ acid food intake. This will enable
our bodies to become slightly alkaline. 7 is neutral.
Below 7 is acid and above is alkaline. The ideal is 7.3.
I have included a good list yo give you a guide as to
what foods are acidic and what foods are alkaline.
MINERALS TO HELP ALKALISE OUR SYSTEMS
Minerals that are in certain forms e.g. citrates
alkalise our bodies more effectively.
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reducing allergies. My wife and I use it as an additive
in our juicer machine. The Juicer (we use is an
Oscar). This is a good way of obtaining nutrients.
Ginger (grated root ginger) gives a nice flavour.
Juicing also means that we are obtaining more
enzymes that have a great effect in our bodies.

The Law of Happiness by Dr Henry Cloud Author
(He makes some good points.)

1. Happy People connect. Happiness improves our
health. Our immune system is better. If we are
connecting our stress levels become much lower – we
cope better. That has been proved in research.
2. Happy People are givers – yes it is more blessed to
give than to receive. To serve is good. This improves
our happiness and our hormone levels.
3. Happy People have goals in their lives. A purpose in
life is important. Daily, weekly, monthly, annually. This
means that we marshal our objectives to achieve what
we want to achieve.. i.e. to plan as much as possible
for what we wish to achieve. Plans can fail but better
to have them just the same.
4. Happy people have a Faith Orientation. This changes
who we are. We have a relationship with God. The
Faith Chapter Hebrews 11 in the Bible really tells
us about many great achievers who did just that as
they applied their Faith. Their lives had a purposethat is important. Faith changes who we are, allows
a relationship with God our Creator and perhaps the
most important of all comes from Proverbs Chapter
3 verses 5 and 6 that we should acknowledge Him in
all our ways and He will direct our paths. We really
do need the wisdom that comes from above. Soloman
proved that.

Herbs that you should use.
Ginger - This herb has been traded by earlier
societies. The Chinese call it Sheng Jiang.
Historically it has been well known in Traditional
Chinese Medicine (TCM). What can you use ginger
for? Motion sickness, osteoarthritis, Nausea Ginger
has also been able to kill cancer cells in a petri dish
(research). Liver protection as a detoxifier. Also in

Lemons
They get a good and a bad press (I am not sure why
bad cars are given the name “lemons”). This is an
unfortunate word usage rather like some of our
other good words have been hijacked for uses other
than what is good.
Any ways Lemons are good to eat/use in their whole

form. Give them a good wash, put them in the freezer
and then use by grating their skins (a good source of
nutrients that scientists are now discovering have a
good ability to kill cancer cells, are anti-microbial,
are effective against parasites/ worms. (Now I know
why lemon drinks were always good to have for colds/
influenza). One authority had stated that lemons are
10,000 times stronger than chemotherapy which
unfortunately kills good as well as bad cells.
Meditation
Some interesting findings. Research is now saying
that it may lower oxidative stress in the body, may
reduce the risk for blood vessel diseases in the
brain and age related degeneration. Findings are
that there is a reduction of brain shrinkage i.e. to
prevent the loss of brain volume and lower cortisol
levels which are known. So it is good to pray, it is
good to do some deep breathing and to be thankful
for all that you have, however small that may be. As
part of the meditation it is good to “In everything to
give thanks.” - that can be part of our mediation.
Meditation is a quite large part of many religions and
for good reason.
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Alzheimer’s and Brain related diseases
There has been a great amount of interest in these
types of problems and it is now talked about and
studied in a greater way than ever before. It is now
known that it is a condition that can
be helped and some good examples
coming through of people being helped.
This interestingly enough is by the use
of natural remedies. There is also some
progress in knowledge as to what can
be done to either arrest, prevent or
in some cases reverse some of these
conditions. This is actually happening.
I downloaded a book recently titled
Awakening from Alzheimer’s by Peggy
Sarlin. This gives examples of 9 Doctors
who are doing some good research with good results
that give fresh hope to sufferers. It is great to learn
that health professionals have increasingly become
willing to accept that there are natural nutrients
that can and do help. Great news!!!
Some examples given are. That Coconut oil has
been found to have a very good healing effect
upon the brain. It has been found that a link with
sugar handling and (ketones) has a 39% increase
in blood flow to the brain and another study a 25%
increase in energy. A Dr Eric Udell a naturopathic
Dr in Arizona advises his patients to take Coconut
oil which contains what is known as medium chain
triglycerides. Examples are given in the text of
some very good improvements in brain health and
function. A website coconutketones.com
Grated coconut, Coconut milk and fresh coconut all
good sources of coconut oil.
Fish oil is good for brain health.
So eat fish. The Mind Health Report which I subscribe
to has some interesting reports on studies in this
area.
Mineral water in a study in the Journal of Alzheimer’s
disease has shown that silicon rich mineral water will
assist in removing aluminium which is a known toxin
in the body. Coffee reduces the risk of Alzheimer’s
disease according to research. Walnuts is/are very
good for us. 20% protein, loaded with omega 3’s and
some omega 6 boost brain and heart health (good
eh!!!). Also packed with Vitamin E and B6 which play
an important role in the nerve system. Learning a
new language, playing games and doing puzzles all
good for brain metabolism and helping stop/slow
the development of amyloid plaques and tangles in
the brain.
Coenzyme Q10 is another well supported good brain
supplement. It is also good for heart health and is
rather like a spark plug in your body’s cells and acts
as an igniter in our body cells for energy. Be aware
that many of the commonly prescribed drugs today
are actively depleting your Coenzyme Q10 from
statins to beta blockers to antidiabetic drugs. I have

a book in my library known as “The Better Brain”,
written by Dr David Perlmutter which talks about
some of these effects as well.

Acupuncture points
I do not use needles in my practice but as many
of you will know I do use lasers as an adjunct to
what I am doing as a Chiropractor. From time to
time I may tell you about a point or points that you
can stimulate at home using pressure or the end
of a pencil (blunt end). Years ago I had attended a
Seminar with a Chiropractor from USA whose notes
I still draw upon to assist patients in their recovery.
He and others have taught me much in this area.
Products
In addition to some of the products that I have
mentioned in this newsletter we carry a good range
of nutritional supports that will assist your body to
repair and maintain good health. Ask either Ron
or Lesley about these that can assist you in your
quest for good health. These in addition to having a
good wholesome diet, keeping your joints working
properly and avoiding those foods that are known to
damage your health. Sugar, foods that contain a lot
of additives/preservatives, highly processed foods.
Exercise Make sure that you have a good level of
exercise which will help keep your body in a better
working condition. Don’t be a couch potato if you
want to enjoy good health.
Dr Pitsilus
I wonder if you have watched this doctor on Channel
1 interviewing people whose lives have been
unsuccessfully treated with pharmaceutical drugs.
They have gone to Dr Pitsilus and with a change in
their diets, and the use of methods such as deep
breathing, avoiding sugars and getting away from
known irritants e.g. gluten foods in some cases they
have have changed their lifestyles used nutrients
e.g. magnesium and various vitamins and herbs
and minerals and have been able to gain and make
health changes doing this and turned their lives
around. In so many of these cases they have become
people who are energised, and re-invigorated in a
way that has been just great.

Summary
I have touched on many areas that you should
consider carefully as you work to improve your
health. As a Dental Researcher said some years ago
“Man shall not live by Vitamin C alone.” How true
this is. There are so many areas we should consider.
Incidently if you increase your intake of Vitamin C you
will also assist your body to up take up iron. If you
increase your intake of the B Vitamins which should
also include Vitamin B12 you will enhance many of
your body functions ranging from improvements in
your nerve system to mood lifts to name a few.
6 Tips to remember for arthritis comfort
1. Focus on real foods such as fresh fruit,
vegetables, nuts and seeds. Protein: use lean
meats, fish. Legumes such as beans meals
snacks and sweets (check to avoid additives)
2. Eat more wholesome foods. Beans, tomatoes,
tuna, sardines. Yoghurt that is unsweetened and

3.

4.

5.
6.

preferably live culture. Make sure that they have
no added sugar which inflames the joints.
Keep joint mobility – this can be done with
chiropractic adjustments, along with keeping
regular amount of exercise e.g. garden, walking,
sport swimming anything to keep joints working
without undue amounts of stress. There is a “feel
good factor” that comes into play with exercise
Relaxation time is also important – “Time out to
meditate”, to do some deep breathing which in
itself is a calmative. Some have described as “me
time”. Time for yourself. An attitude of gratitude
is important.
Preparation of foods. Use good quality oils e.g.
extra virgin olive oils, coconut oil. Avoid canola
oil.
Limit your intake of refined food products
including frozen meals, snacks and foods that
contain added sugar.
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Products We carry a number of practitioner only products that are well researched based products
that will assist your body in the quest for health.
Courier service Our local Couriers provide a great service to deliver products to us and enable us to
send you products if you cannot come to the office.
Whitestone Taxis provide a great service for those of you who have difficulty in coming to the office.
They are a good bunch of folks who are there to help.

May the year 2013 be a fulfilling year for you. We look forward to serving you in the
practice. If you are not sure whether Chiropractic can help you or not, please do not
hesitate to phone, email or ask us. We are here to help you in as many ways as we can.

